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3. TÍPICAL ANALISIS

GREEN ST

Physical aspect brown, viscous liquid

Ionic character:      anionic 

45,0% ± 2,0
pH (Aq. SOL. 20% p/v):                        4,0 – 5,0  
                       Active Matter: 

1. PRODUCT

GREEN ST is a modified veg extract, processed from selected raw materials and special natural polymer 
allowing compact processes were filling and softness are needed.

6. STORAGE

GREEN ST keeps its properties unaltered when stored in a dry, ventilated environment, protected from 
sunlight and in closed packaging for a period of 6(six) months.

2. PACKAGE

GREEN ST it is presented in liquid form, packaged in 50 kg drums (net weight), and can be supplied in bulk 
or in IBC.

4. PROPERTIES

GREEN ST when used in tanning/retanning, it acts deep inside the skin fibers, allowing it to be applied to 
a wide range of articles, maintaining its tanning power characteristics, good buffability and print retention. 
With its balanced formula, GREEN ST provides the leather with a differentiated softness, even allowing the 
reduction of the supply of fatliquoring agents. Product obtained from the aqueous extract of the raw 
material from a renewable source.

5. APLICATION

GREEN ST it can be applied alone or combined with other veg extracts, synthetic products and/or 
auxiliaries. It is recommended to use GREEN ST as follows:

Retanning

Nappas - 4% to 20% over shave weight.
Floather - 8% to 14% over shave weight.
Upholstery - 15% to 25% over shave weight. 

Tanning

Chrome FREE - 10% to 20% over shave weight 
in combination with other products.

The suggestions and recommendations are based on our experiences but do not constitute a warranty from our part. Our clients shall 
conveniently adjust the recommended products to their working conditions as well as to the other products applied during the process. 
The above suggestions are given for information purposes.
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